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Abstract

Several products proposed to have varying degrees of
emotion and involvement were measured and classified
using the PII. Products were generally classified as
expected with the exception of personal computers, which
were perceived by the sample to have an emotional aspect.
Some differences in product perception were found between
males and females.

Introduction

Some current work on involvement manipulates the
construct in terms of a cognitive/rational thought or in
terms of an emotional or al'fective reaction to the
stimulus in question (e.g., Park and Young, 1983, 1986).
This view is appealing given the thrust of interest on
emotional states in advertising. However, the method
used to measure that affective level of involvement needs
to be refined in order to facilitate research on the
topic. It is the purpose of this paper to provide
discussion and present some exploratory empirical work on
measuring the emotional component of involvement
perceived in product categories.

Background

When developing the Personal Involvement Inventory
(Zaichkowsky, 1985), an investigation of the
dimensionality and interpretation of the 20-item scale
was carried out for each product category. Although one
major factor always emerged, the individual item loadings
on that I'actor varied across products. For certain
products, several of the 20 items correlated and loaded
more heavily on the residual factor that accounted for a
minor percent of the variation. These items were
boring.-interesting, unexciting-exciting, mundane-
fascinating and appealing-unappealing and on a face
validity judgment seemed to represent the emotional or
arousing side of involvement. For other products, these
same items did load highly on the first major factor. An
example of the factor loadings for the product categories
of bubble bath and headache remedies displayed in Table 1
exemplifies this pattern. At this point I thought it
might be possible to describe the involvement state of
the subjects to the product, in terms of an emotional or
cognitive relationship via the weights of the item
loadings. For example, bubble bath might be described as
an emotional or affective product, while headache
remedies might be described as a cognitive or rational
product, depending upon the loading of the affective
word-pairs. Yet for other products this classification
in terms of an emotional or rational type product may be
inappropriate since no such pattern emerged (e.g., 35imi
cameras). Both types of items were used equally by the
subjects to describe their involvement level with the
object. So although the PII was developed to measure
involvement as high or low, the question of whether it
could be used in a more complex manner arose.
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Related Theoretical Work and Framework for
Testing the Emotional Side of Involvement

In a 1980 Journal of Advertising. Research article,
Vaughn outlined a theoretioal perspective for viewing
product categories which added a second dimension
orthogonal to the notion of high and low involvement.
The second dimension was one of thinking versus feeling.
This model departs frcxn the traditional model which
implies that high involvement products require a thinking
or cognitive orientation first, whereas low involvement
products are more suited to an affective or
non-informational appeal (Engel and Blackwell, 1982J.
The expansion of involvement along an orthogonal
continuum from thinking to feeling allows a more complex
approach which perhaps takes into account the excitement
that accompanies certain purchases. Specifically, Vaughn
(1980) proposed the following classification scheme for
products:

FIGURE 1
FOOTE, CONE AND BELDING

PRODUCT CATEGORY CLASSIFICATION SCHEME
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The first quadrant is higii involvement/thinking and
implies a large need for information because of the
importance of the product and thinking issues related to!
it. In the second quadrant the product decision is
involving, but specific information is less important
than an attitude or holistic feeling toward the product.
The third quadrant is low involvement/thinking and
product decisions in this area are hypothesized to
require minimal thought and a tendency to form buying
habits for convenience. 'Ehe foui'th quadrant is the low
involvement/affective and is reserved for those products
that satisfy personal tastes (Vaughn, 1980).

The Implication for advertisers is that the different
quadrants require different types of advertising appeals
This notion is intuitively appeaJLing because it allows
for the emotional aspects frequently associated with
certain products to be aclmowledged and incorporated ints
the advertising strategy. Advertising copy for products
perceived as informative, such as cars or new products,
should focus on specific information. Advertising copy
for habit formation products, such as food or household
items, need only brand name reminder information.
Affective products such as cosmetics or jewelry need
emotional arousal in their advertising message, while
self satisfaction products such as cigarette or liquor
are thought to require ads which grab the receiver's
attention. While I could find no empirical support for
these propositions, it is likely that research is now
being carried out to gather data on the question.

A very recent paper by Vaughn (1986) has tested out the
product categorization scheme using three items to
measure involvement: (1) very important/unimportant
decision; (2) lot/little to lose if you choose the wrong
brand," and (3) decision requires lot/little thought. Thi
think/feel dimension was measured by two questions for
think: (1) decision is/is not mainly logical or
objective and (2) decision is/is not based ma.inly on
functional facts; and three questions for feel: (1)
decision is/is not based on a lot of feeling, (2)
decision does/does not express one's persohality, and
(3) decision is/is not based on looks, taste, touch,
smell or sound. Using these measures, Foote, Cone and
Belding have classified, product categories, brands and
consumers into the four quadrantsi.

This paper also tests out Vaughn's product classificatior
scheme but uses the Personal Involvement Inventory to do
so. The thinking versus feeling dimension is replaced
and measured by the amount of emotion found in the
involvement measure. The emotional or affective side of
involvement is represented by the factor loading of the
word pair unexciting-exciting. The adjective of exciting
is representative of the arousing aspect of emotion
(Russell, 1983). The other word pairs of fascinating-
boring or appealing-unappealing, which seemed to
correlate with exciting on the PII, are not part of
Russell's identified emotional adjectives and hence were
not used. An independent judgement of the 20 PII items
into emotional or rational categories proved unreliable
across subjects. Hence this study measured involvement
and then determined the emphasis placed on the emotional
aspect perceived in the product through the word-pair
unexciting-exciting to try and reconstruct Vaughn's
(1980) classification schene.

Method

Stimulus

Two product categories from each quadrant were selected
for study. The high involvement/thinking category was
represented by automobiles and personal computers. The
high involvement/feeling category was represented by the
product categories of diamond ring and cologpe. The low
involvemeht/thinking category was represented by ground
beef and paper towels. The low involvement/feeling
category was represented by the product categories of
chocolate and cigarettes.

Subjects

A total of 230 subjects rated each product category. One
hundred fifty three subjects were underigraduate business
students, 90 females and 64 males, of wltiich the median
age was 21. Seventy-three were graduate business
students; 33 ma3.e and MO female, of which the median age
28.

Measuring Instrument

The Personal Involvement Inventory (PII) (Zaichkowsky,
1985) consists of 20 bi-polar adjectives which represent
the involvement construct. Each item ii3 rated on a seven
point bi-polar scale. Adding up the responses from the
20 adjectives gives a possible low score of 20 and a
possible high score of 140. Based on the average score
obtained for the product, the product judged can be
classified as either relatively high or low involving as
perceived by the subjects. The derived mean for products
i s 90. Therefore product scores above 90 are considered
relatively high involving product categories and scores
below 90 are considered to represent relatively low
involving product categories as perceived by the
subjects.

By factor analyzing the 20 scale items, the weight
given to the emotional component of involvement was
determined by the factor loadings of the exciting item.
These loadings should be between 0 and 1„ An average
loading below .5 would indicate a relatively.low level of
emotion and a loading between .5 and 1 viould indicate a
higher level of emotional involvement.

Procedure

Subjects were administered the Personal Involvement
Inventory during the beginning of class time. Each
subject rated all eight products and the order of product
rating was randomized to control for fatigue and order
effects. The total time taken to rate the products was
about 10 minutes.

Results

The involvement levels of the eight product categories
were tabulated over the total sample, as well as by sex
and age group. These results are presented in Table 2
and the general pattern is in agreement with Vaughn
(1980). Automobiles were perceived to be the most
involving product category PII=131, while cigarettes were
perceived to be the least involving product category
PII=49. The other products thought to be low involving
had average PII levels as follows: paper towels 83;
ground beef 85; and chocolate 82. The hiigh involvement
product categories received the following PII scores:
personal computer 108; cologne 99 and diamond ring 95.

Similar involvement scores were obtained across graduate
and undergraduate subjects. The only significant
difference between graduate ahd undergra.duate students
was in the involvraaent of diamond rings, with
undergraduates being significantly more involved (M=99)
than graduate students (M=66). More variation was
observed between males and females within the product
categories. For example, males rated their involvement
with personal computers 112 while females rated personal
computers 104 on the PII. Males rated diamond rings 81,
whereas the females' average PII score was 105. This
indicates males are more involved with ccmputers than
females and females are more involved with diamond rings
than males.

The sex of three respondents was unknown due to missing
data
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TABLE 2
MEAN PERSONAL INVOLVEMENT LEVEL

PRODUCT AND SUBJECT GROUP

FIGURE 2
PLOT OF LOW VS. HIGH AND EMOTIOSAL

IHVOLVEMENT LEVELS - FEMALES

Product:
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2. Personal Computer
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standard deviations are in brackets after the PII score.
Scores less than 90 are considered low in involvement.
Subscripts a and b are significantly different from each other at p < .05.
(Graduates are compared to undergraduates and males are compared to
females, )

Testing for the emotional loading was carried out by
factor analyzing the 20 adjective pairs for each product.
A varimax (orthogonal) rotation was used to pull the
groupings of aajective pairs as far apart as possible.
The factor loadings for unexciting-exciting for each
product are presented in Table 3.
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These factor loadings are as expected, except for the
product category of personal computers, with average
exciting loadings of .81. However, as predicted, autos
(.17), paper towels (.17) and ground beef (.24) were all
low in emotion, while cologne (.79), diamond ring (.79)
and chocolate (.67) were all relatively high on the
emotional loading.

Next, these two aspects of involvement, the PII score and
the factor loading for exciting, were plotted in a two
dimensional space. The first PII dimension is plotted
from 20 to 140 with the average level of product
involvement judged at 90 (Zaichkowsky, 1985). The second
dimension is the average emotion factor score and is
plotted from 0 to 1 with mean .5. The plots for the
females N = 130 and males N = 97 are in Figures 2 and 3.
From these plots we can see that automobiles, personal
ccmputers, paper towels, ground beef and cigarettes were
similarly perceived over both male and female subjects.
The product category of diamond ring shifted from high
involvement for females to low involvement for males.
Cologne which was a high involvement affective product
for women shifted to the low emotion side of involvement
for men. Chocolate which was predicted to be a low
involvement affective product shifted to the thinking or
habitual space for women. Perhaps wcxaen perceive
chocolate more in terms of the calories it represents
rather than the sensual taste.

FIGURE 3
PLOT OF LOW VS. HIGH AND EMOTIONAL

INVOLVEMENT LEVELS - MALES
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Discussion and Summary

The FCB model (Vaughn, 1980) for product classification
was used as a framework for testing the use of the PII
(Zaichkowsky, 1985). The results generally support the
proposed product olassification scheme. The consistent
misclassification was in the product category of persona;,
computers where they appar'ently were seen to have a gre
emotional or affective component in i t s perception. I t
may be that personal ccmputers ar-e viewed as an exciting,
fascinating product category by the average student
subject.

An important aspect to this paper i s the variability
among the males and females in their emotional perceptioiji
of some product categories. Perhaps advertising
chocolate to females should take on an informative role
of calorie content. Can a calorie reduced chocolate bar
be on the horizon? Frcm these components of level of
involvement and amount of emotion, some clustering of
product users to brands of the product might be
interesting.

The Next Step

The analyses presented in this paiper represents a little
science and some creativity. Psychometricians may cringe
at the thought of taking a. unidimensional mea!3ure and
then pulling apart one item to determine the breadth of
part of the scale. This whole exercise has led me to
another rethinking of how to view and measure
involvement, if indeed we agree that there is an
emotional side to the construct. The next step in scale
development is actually one backward to some of the
original xtems for involvement which were eliminated
after early rounds of data analyses. A wider range of
stimuli needs to be judged, against an unreduced scale anc
then the items should be reduced back to a smaller
number. There are two main reasons for this further
development process. First, from consumer demand and
practical point of view, it seems researchers want to use
the scale many times at one sitting and, worried about
subject fatigue, are ad hoc reducing the PII on their
own. Fewer items might increase the ability to
administer the PII many times to the same subjects in
conjunction with lengthy questionnaires. However, the
decision of which items to delete should be baised on the
same careful empirical work which developed the scale in
the first place. Secondly, keeping with o\ir theory of ar
emotional side to involvement, the reduced PII should
have a consistently identifiable emotion component.
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